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Abstract: Autotourism is one of the most economically efficient and rational investments in the development
of the tourist industry. Development of autotourism in Russia can drastically change the situation with the
growth rates of the domestic and outbound tourism in the country; increase the range of services rendered by
the tourist industry; and result in the increase of employment in the tourist industry. In order to develop
regulated autotourism, it is necessary to determine the optimal routes for autotourists when visiting tourist sites
taking into account the necessity to abide by rules and restrictions. The article suggests a mathematical model
of optimization of parameters of transport routes for autotourists. Minimization of expenses for traveling
combined with maximum positive impression of the leisure is taken as the target function of the optimization
of an autotourist's route.
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INTRODUCTION contrary, spontaneous formation of self-regulated

The EU countries' experience of tourism development develop regulated autotourism, it is necessary to
[1-5] proves that autotourism is one of the most determine optimal routes for autotourists when visiting
economically efficient and rational investments in the tourist sites with account for abidance by rules and
development of the tourist industry. Development of restrictions.
autotourism in Russia can drastically change the situation Every  autotourist   must    plan    his   route of
with the development rate of the domestic and outbound visiting natural sites with maximum efficiency and
tourism in the country; increase the range of services minimum time and money expenditures as well as
rendered by the tourist industry; and result in the increase solicitous attitude to natural resources. An optimal route
of employment in the tourist industry. Autotourism will be for an autotourist will allow to create efficient areas of
especially popular in such tourism types as environmental service, which will result in better protection of
or rural tourism, fishing, hunt, etc. environment.

At the same, while having all required tourism This article provides building not only an efficient
resources, regions of Russia do not use them sufficiently autotourist route within the leisure region, an autotourist
to gain profit from visitors. Natural territories with their cluster [8], but also a route of reaching the area by
versatile terrain, forests, meadows, rivers and pure air are motorways efficiently, first of all.
the main asset of the recreation industry. And the more
such leisure type as autotourism is developing, the more Body of the Work: We will distinguish the existing types
challenging becomes the need to improve this service. of transport routes of autotourists by the sequence of
Protection of rare floral and faunal forms and inimitable visiting tourist sites, their location, the costs for visiting
picturesque landscapes is not only the duty of the them and the availability of service areas. Analyzing the
government and its local to federal authorities [6, 7], but current practice of autotourists' travels [2, 3], we can
also the goal of the propaganda of environmentally distinguish several types of transport routes of visiting
careful and civilized leisure of car travelers. On the tourist sites:

autotourism endangers the environment. In order to
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Fig. 1: Schemes of tourist routes: the travel, abidance by the requirements (G 0) at visiting
a - when visiting several tourist cities (B, C, D, E) the tourist sites and ensuring maximum conformance (F )
and when there are service areas for autotourists to their expectations from visiting the tourist sites:
(K);
b – between the selected sites A and B when
there is a service area for tourists (K); (1)
c – between the sites A, B and K with an
unassisted travel (for example, rafting); where Z  are the costs for fuel (T ), for car maintenance
d – with stops at campings (K) and visits to (O), for catering of autotourists (P ), their accommodation
tourist sites (O …O (K ) and other costs (D ) for passing the transport i-th1 6).

A circular-type route (Figure 1a); coefficient, which determines the priority of travel costs;
a route, which provides returning the same way G is the penalty function, which accounts for abidance by
(Figure 1b); the requirements for environment protection, regulatory
A route, which suggests various options of visiting and legislative standards [6, 7] and other requirements;
sites (Figures 1c and 1d). G =0 when the requirements are met; G  = {t (r  – g )}  > 0

The circular type (Figure 1a) is usually used by
autotourists who visit cities one by one with the
destination in the city they have started their travel with:
for example, when starting in Moscow and visiting the
cities of the Gold Ring of Russia or such cities as Tver,
Novgorod, Pskov, Vitebsk, Smolensk, etc.

Autotourists' travels from Moscow to Saint
Petersburg, Crimea, the Black Sea or Azov  Sea  shores,
etc. usually use the second type of routes (Figure 1b).
This route type is the simplest and usually has the only
goal – to reach the leisure site.

Composite types of routes are used by autotourists
when they travel to leisure sites or go for other types of
active recreation (for example, rafting, fishing, trekking,
bicycle tours and others) (Figure 1c). Travels of anglers or
extreme tourism enthusiasts to the riverheads in the Urals
foothills, the Volga river estuary, as well as rafting in the
Central European Territory of Russia are gaining
popularity among autotourists.

When visiting several tourist clusters (Figure 1d), an
autotourist must take into account reasonable sequence
of visiting them and location of tourist sites (O ). Locationi

of campings (K) accounts for the existing restrictions with
respect to specially protected natural areas [6].

Each type of routes is characterized by particular
motorways included in the route and their parameters and
characteristics. When selecting an optimal route for
reaching tourist sites, an autotourist must do it in such a
manner as to bear minimum costs for visiting tourist sites
and service areas (campings or motels) and receive
maximum expected impression of visiting the sites.

We take the C indicator, which determines the
efficiency of a certain transport route, as the main
criterion, which accounts for minimization of costs (Z) for
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Fig. 2: Diagrams of changes of average traffic speed at the entrance in and the exit from the Moscow Ring Road on the
Leningrad Highway towards the province depending on the time of day during the week

– when the parameter r  is not equal to its required value surface conditions (d ), speed limits (V ), traffic jams ati

(gi), which is assigned by the method of external penalties certain time of day (h ), days of week (N  ) and seasonal
[9]; t  is the weighting coefficient of importance of jams (z ): V =f  (d ,V , h , N , z ).i

abidance by a prescribed restriction; F  is the function Every road section has its own parameters and it isi

accounting for the factor of positive impression of necessary to pay attention to roads near big cities during
passing the i-th route, which is assigned according to the the time the working days begin and during weekends.
set grade-rating system (maximum points are given to the For example, in the Moscow region, when leaving the
tourist sites, visiting which is most preferable and is the Moscow Ring Road, one must keep in mind that the most
target of the travel and minimum points are assigned to loaded section of the road is the exit to the Leningrad
the tourist sites, information about which is not  sufficient Highway towards the province. The slowest average
enough for assessment of their importance for an speed in this section (refer to Figure 2) is observed in the
autotourist); Q Q  and Q  are the weighting coefficients morning (between 7-00 AM and 10-00AM) and in the1 2 3

of importance of the indicators of the route length and evening (between 4-00PM and 8-00PM). The peculiarity
positive impression of the route; m=1…i; p  are the of this road interchange is that the traffic density on thei

weighting points, which account for the priority of Leningrad Highway increases in the direction towards
visiting tourist sites when an autotourist visits them at Klin between 8-00AM and 8-00PM and the average speed
passing the i-th route. equals to 15 km/h.

When   calculating    the   fuel  consumption (T ) on In order to build an optimal route, one needsi

the  route,  not   only   its   length   (S )   (km),    but  also information on the parameters of roads and the location ofj

the   average   speed   (V )   (km/h)   and  the  fuel service areas for cars and autotourists. An autotourist canj

allowance  (A )  (liters  per  vehicle-hour)   with  account obtain information on the density on motorways onj

for the load and fuel prices (R ) (rubles per liter) are taken websites, which provide such statistics [10]. These arraysj

into account: are stored in the database of highways and roads, which

which specialize in providing calculation of optimal routes
(2) for autotourists with the minimum value of the C indicator.

where n  is the number of sites on the i-th route. CONCLUSIONi

The average speed (V) of passing a j-th leg of the i-thj

route of an autotourist must account for the average In the result of the conducted work, a mathematical
statistical speed on this leg, i.e. take into account the road model of optimization of parameters of transport routes for
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are included in the database and can be used at websites,
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autotourists was developed. Minimization of travel 3. Europe's Largest and Most Accurate Website for
expenses combined with maximum positive impression of Downloading POI of Campsites. Date Views
the leisure is taken as the target function of the 18.09.2013 www.archiescampings.eu
optimization of an autotourist's route. Development by an 4. Gaworecki, W., 2000. Turystyka. Warszawa: Polish
autotourist of his own route using current information publishing economy, pp: 424.
technology will allow to implement a network scheme of 5. Butler, R.W., 1980. The Concept of a Tourist Area
autotourists' clusters, to create a convenient physical Cycle of Evolution: Implications for Management of
infrastructure for organization of autotourists servicing Resources. Canadian Geographer, XXIV, (1): 5-12.
and  to ensure  high quality of autotourism services. 6. The Federal Law, 1995. On Specially Protected
These measures will both contribute to the growth of Natural Territories" of 14.03.1995 #33-FZ.
popularity of autotourism among the Russian tourists and 7. The Federal Law, 1995. On Environmental Expert
attract foreign autotourists to our country. Assessment" of 23.11.1995 #174-FZ.
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